
Welcome to Your Self-guided Theater District Coffee
Tour

by NYC Under Grounds

Overview:

● For this coffee tour, you will visit three coffee shops, two monuments and one
neighborhood park, all within walking distance of Times Square.

● At each shop you will purchase a small black coffee, this can be shared with up to five
people–just as the barista for small espresso-sized paper cups to split up the small
coffee purchase, telling them that you are on a coffee tour. I also encourage you to tip
the barista a dollar at each spot. Approximately $12-15 total. All places take both cash
and credit cards.

● Total time: one hour
● Total distance: 1 mile, largely flat.
● Before you start, consider opening the map’s link on your phone using the QR (from the

next page).
● The shops are: The Jolly Goat, St. Kilda Coffee and Cafe Grumpy (200 W 39th

St-careful there is more than one!) There will also be two more stops along the way to
take in the neighborhoods’s history.

● Consider bringing headphones to listen in on the audio portions of this guide available
via QR codes at each spot. (However, everything is also completely written out here.)



The Map:

Scan this QR Code to pull up the map on your phone!

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=15EjSygzUDGPzfrl7reyrckeU-sY2418d&usp=sharing


For the true coffee geek, a quick coffee history & tips on tasting
(feel free to skip ahead to page six, to head straight to the tour)

Overview of American Coffee:
Any history is incomplete, including this one. There are a lot of beautiful moments in coffee
history that we could dwell on, such as coffee being delivered via covered wagon in the pioneer
days when it was the responsibility of homemakers or campfire cooks to roast it on their own.
However, for simplicity’s sake, let’s review the broadly accepted three waves of American
coffee.

First Wave Coffee: The coffee of the suburbs, break rooms and the automats. You can still see
this brewed at your donut shop, truck shop, gas station or diner. This is a product that prides
itself on economy and consistency.  It is sort of the IV-drip approach to coffee. If you go to
someone’s house and they open up a can of coffee and spoon it into an auto-drip machine, or
lately, maybe press down and puncture a little capsule of coffee grinds, that’s first wave coffee.
We are grateful to this wave for making us all addicts and giving us the coffee break.

Second Wave Coffee: Starbucks. Basically, this is when we all became convinced that the
coffee break could be a luxury experience, maybe a community or social experience. Based on
Italian coffee culture–darkly roasted espresso– these coffee shops brewed bitter, smokey brews
that most people needed to add cream and sugar to in order to make them go down more
smoothly.  Thus, the birth of the coffee milkshake, also called the frappuccino. .
We are grateful to the Second Wave because it introduced most of America to coffee shop
culture and to a variety of terms, such as cappuccino and coffee origins.

Third Wave Coffee: This coffee movement can be recognized by the lack of bitter notes in the
straight-up black coffee, leaving room for other flavors. Also, behind the scenes, third wave
coffee roasters are working hard to not overly roast the beans-Starbucks style–and allow these
flavors to arise. Behind that scene, there are importers and buyers working closely with small
farms and communities to ensure coffee quality. Often there are community development
projects and fair pricing flourishing underneath these relationships.  Also, the barista at a third
wave shop is highly trained, fiddling with various variables such as grind size to ensure the
coffee reaches its full expression.
We are grateful to third wave coffee because it can teach us to mindful with our coffee
consumption both in terms of how coffee tastes and how we are treating the human and natural
resources along the coffee production chain.

Beyond: some people claim a fourth or even fifth wave, but that’s all debatable.

Overview of New York City Coffee:
New York City is both early and somewhat late to the coffee game.  When I moved to NYC in
2005, we were still firmly in the first wave with lots of people getting their coffee from street carts
or donut shops. But, there was second wave activity with people ordering their caramel syrup



and chocolate concoctions. On the west coast of the US at that time, third wave shops were
flourishing.
Underneath all of this slowly burgeoning activity, you could find the remnants of when NYC was
the number one port for coffee in NYC. A few coffee roasters in Brooklyn had been roasting
coffee almost since the first coffee exchange was born in the financial district and ports of NYC
in 1882!  But, these roasters didn’t have their own shops. They were roasting in large quantities
and selling it wholesale to upscale hotels and restaurants. On the street in 2005, people were
still taking it “light and sweet” and coffee was something to drink quickly and fuel your hustle.
Fast forward ten years and New York City had become a third wave coffee destination. Cafe
Grumpy–who will see on the tour later–started their own roastery in Greenpoint, Brooklyn. A
coffee roasting co-op, where people could rent their large roasters, called Pulley Coffee, gave
many shops (like Joe Coffee and our first stop, The Jolly Goat) their start as roasters in Red
Hood, Brooklyn.

How to lead yourself on a coffee tour:
On this tour, you will be tasting small quantities of black coffee. At each spot, you will buy a
small black coffee or ask for a small taste of coffee at the register. Shops often will give you a
free taste of whatever they are brewing in bulk. Afterall, they’ve usually got a big vat of it back
there. If you do get a free taste, make sure you tip the barista.
Next up, you’ll be tasting the coffee. But, if you are feeling ambitious, you might be able to get a
bit more info that could make this fun.

Optionally, you can:
● Ask the barista what they are brewing (usually they will tell you its origin or it is a blend of

different coffees). See if they are selling bags of that same coffee that they are brewing.
If they are, grab a bag, say you are going to take a closer look. (Alert: you may not want
to read the bag until after you taste. Coffee tasting can be easily biased by language and
most coffee tasting take place in silence until everyone has gathered their notes.)

● You may be able to find out the following from the bag:



○ Origin (What country is this from? Over time you may notice that some coffees
have a similar taste. Ethiopian coffees have a bit of claim to fame for a berry
note.)

○ Process (How was this coffee processed? Look for words like natural–which
means that things were sun-dried–or washed–which usually means that the
coffee went through a little bit of fermentation as the fruit was separated from the
coffee bean/seed. Again, over time you may taste differences based on the
process.

○ Tasting notes: these are usually three flavor notes that the roaster thought they
could sense when slurping the coffee at room temperature.  Usually tasting notes
are not super dominant like other taste experiences. Instead think of these more
like distant smells that may linger in your nasal cavity after you swallow.

○ Other stuff:  you might get info on elevation (the higher the elevation, the harder
to grow the coffee, the more complex it might be from that slower growing
process), roast date (you want a coffee roasted in the last week–this stuff goes
stale quick, like in a month!), etc.

How to taste coffee:
● Wait for the coffee to cool slightly.  Coffee that is hot is very difficult to taste properly as

your brain’s signal of “hot-danger!” usually overrides any of the more delicate flavor
notes.  Waiting one or two minutes should do the trick.

● Now, we will aspirate the coffee. That basically means slurp it. I suggest that you
get a bit on your tongue, swish it around, try to breathe a little oxygen over it, and
then swallow and breathe out through the nose. Basically, you are trying to get
air-borne molecules off the liquid into your nasal cavity.  Your tongue is a bit of a blunt
instrument, only registering a few notes–sweet, salty, bitter, sour. Your brain takes that
data from the tongue and the data from your nasal cavity and turns it into fun signals like
strawberry!

● Ask yourself the following:
○ Does this remind me of the smell of any fruit?  Think of fruits in terms of where

they might fall on the acidity spectrum… lemon being high acidity and something
like banana being low acidity. Coffee tends to have a bit of a higher acidity when
it is roasted at third wave shops like these.

○ If you had to put this coffee on a spectrum from bitter (like smokey char–a note
the second wave is famous for) to sweet (like the smell of sugar caramelizing in a
room nearby), where would you place this coffee?  Consider the sensations that
linger when you breathe out through your nose after you swallow.

○ How long does the sensation of this coffee last after you’ve swallowed?  Some
really complex coffees pride themselves on length–the ability of certain flavor
notes to linger.



The Shops & Stops:

Shop One: The Jolly Goat

515 W 47th St (between 11th and 10th
avenues)

Hours: 8-4 Weekdays, 9-4 Weekends

Neighborhood: Hell’s Kitchen

Owner: Murat Yilmaz

Coffee Roaster: Urban Rooster at Pulley
Collective

(painting–seen in photo below–on the
brick wall of The Jolly Goat by a shop
regular, Sadi Tekin)

If you want to get a real sense of a New York City coffee shop, visit The Jolly Goat. It is the
essential neighborhood shop. Regulars walk in and the barista (who is often the owner Murat)
start their coffee order upon eye contact.
While only a ten minute walk from the heavily touristed Times Square, the Jolly Goat retains its
New Yorker authenticity.

In 2014, the owner Murat left his
corporate job to open the shop and
named it the Jolly Goat because he
himself is always pretty happy.
Goats play an important role in the
mythology of coffee. One of coffee’s
unverifiable origin stories is that coffee
was discovered by nomadic herders who



noticed their goats would dance after eating the fruit of the coffee plant.

Murat expanded into roasting his own coffee beans in the last few years under his own label:
Urban Rooster. He roasts out in Red Hook, Brooklyn at the now famous Pulley Coffee
Collective, a membership-based coffee roastery that allows small roasters to share commercial
grade equipment to launch their careers as specialty coffee purveyors.

Despite this growth, many days you will find Murat behind the bar pulling shots of espresso for
his regulars.

Technically, this neighborhood to the west of Times Square and the theater district is called
Hell’s Kitchen.  It is unknown the exact origin of the name. However, there is a quote from the
New York Times in 1881 that referred to a building on 39th and 10th Avenue as hell’s kitchen.
At the time, the area was known for its population of Irish immigrants and poverty.  Now, streets
from 34th to 59th, west of Eighth Avenue are known as the Hell’s Kitchen neighborhood.

Stop Two: Lorraine Hansberry park

The Local Park: Spending a moment in the
Lorraine Hansberry Park on NE corner of 47th
street and 10 avenue, right down the block from
The Jolly Goat can give you a sense of the
neighborhood today. Lorraine Hanesbury, the
playwright the park is named after, wrote A Raisin
in the Sun, a drama about a racism and real
estate. A Raisin the in the Sun was the first play by
an African American woman to be produced on
Broadway; in 1959, it opened at the Barrymore
Theatre right down the street on 47th between

Broadway and Eighth Avenue.

How to stage a New York Moment:
I often get a cup of coffee from the Jolly Goat, and some chilaquiles from the Mexican spot
across the street, Parada 47, and head to Lorraine Hansberry Park. I like to sit there and think
about what I call the invisible dream layers of New York.



Join me in considering the peeling back the different layers of New York both visible and
invisible and consider each of the following:

● Layer One: This neighborhood was once known as the home of Irish immigrant dreams,
and was insulted as hell’s kitchen because of the poverty they had to endure.

● Layer Two: Hansberry’s work broke through the racism of her times to shed light on the
way that race and gentrification have shaped some communities.

● Layer Three: The Spanish-speaking delivery cyclists zipping orders from places like
Parada 47 to walk-up buildings still standing in the neighborhood today.

● Layer Four: Murat, the owner of The Jolly Goat, studying in Turkey, coming to New York,
working in finance and then finding his daily passion with the coffee that it currently
making its way through your bloodstream.

● Layer Five: The park-goers themselves. The diversity of New York City’s current
moment. Take a look around. On the day that I was most recently there, a group of
Latinx teens played music loudly by the swingsets, laughing and shoving each other with
the universal gestures of young people bonding. A few children with their caregiver
played on the slides. An older man fed breadcrumbs to pigeons in between his bench
naps.

To stop and pause in a common neighborhood park like this one allows us to consider the living,
expanding and condensing, nature of the city. In an exercise like this one you learn to  sense the
layers of the city, just as you can learn to taste the layers of coffee.

Stop Three: St. Kilda Coffee

328 West 44th St (between 8th
and 9th avenues)

Hours:
7-6 Monday & Tuesday,
7-8 Wednesday, Thursday, Friday
8-8 Saturday,

8-6 Sunday

Neighborhood: Theater District

Owner: Artie Rangini



Coffee Roaster: Diversity of Roasters: Sey (Brooklyn), Little Wolf (North of Boston)

Climbing into the basement space of St. Kilda Coffee, you can sense the coffee geekery and the
urban skate aesthetic. The owner Artie Rangini backpacked around Australia for three years.
While there he was introduced to coffee as a “kind of religion.” St. Kilda is a neighborhood in
Melbourne.

After graduating with an economics degree and discovering that he wasn’t meant to be behind a
computer all day working a desk job for Yahoo, Artie opened this tiny spot in 2017. He opened a
second shop farther South in Chelsea in the Spring of 2022. But this spot remains my favorite of
the two. The coffee is brewed here to the highest of coffee geekery standards.

Each day the drip coffee and cold brew is tested with a special instrument called a
refractometer. This is an instrument used by the Specialty Coffee Association to determine the
amount of coffee particles that are present in the liquid after brewing. Certain ideal percentages
are tested before the coffee can be offered to you, the coffee geek. These kinds of quality
control standards as well as extremely well-trained baristas elevate the coffee game at this tiny,
underground shop.

Stop Four: Garment Worker statue

On your way to the next shop, stop and dwell in a moment of history at a monument: On
the Northeast corner of 39th and 7th avenue (a two minute walk from Cafe Grumpy–up next),
you’ll find a few monuments to the Fashion District. The city honored this neighborhood’s
contributions to the fashion industry with a statue called The Garment Worker as well as a large
bronze button being threaded by a needle. The Garment Worker was created by a sculptor
named Judith Weller (born in 1937) modeled after her own father who was a machine operator
in the Garment District.

The Fashion District (also called the Garment District) was made famous by its history as the
center of textile and garment trade in New York City. You can still see wholesale-only stores full
of fabrics and notions sold in this area. In the early 1800s Americans made their own clothes or
bought custom-tailored clothing, but by the mid-1860s, clothing production had become more
industrialized and ready-made clothing took over the market. By 1910, 70% of women’s clothing
and 40% of men’s clothing in America was produced in this neighborhood. As garment
manufacturing has moved overseas, this neighborhood has struggled to maintain a corner of the
market, but many wholesalers still use the area to display and trade goods.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sz1fClJQLs8YZz3hvjpahnQKowt5tLyo/view?usp=sharing


Stop Five: Cafe Grumpy

200 W 39th St (between 7th and 8th avenues)

Hours: Weekdays: 7-7, Weekends: 9-4

Neighborhood: Fashion District

Owners: Chris Timbrell and Caroline Bell

Coffee Roaster: Cafe Grumpy is one of the pioneering roasters of New York City’s Third Wave
Coffee movement!

Cafe Grumpy pioneered third wave coffee roasting out in Greenpoint, Brooklyn as early as
2009. It shouldn’t be surprising that Cafe Grumpy’s owners, Chris Trembrell and Caroline Bell,
are Australians given the seriousness the Aussies bring to their coffee.

They met while Caroiline worked in for a bank in Sydney
and Chris worked for some place called Rooster World.
After marrying and moving to the US for Caroiline’s work,
they opened their first shop in a non trafficked part of
Brooklyn–Greenpoint. It was an unusual choice of
location, but back in 2005, it was the only location that
called them back when they submitted their plans to open
an independent coffee shop to various commercial real
estate owners. New York in 2005 was a coffee geek ghost
town. Starbucks and Dunkin Donuts dominated
everywhere, but these Aussies knew that wasn’t good
coffee.
Once they opened, they quickly made a name for
themselves and expanded in 2007 into a leafy,
brownstone block of Chelsea. The shop was mid-block
and they made the coffee cup by cup, outlawed laptops
and wifi and became the first place to offer pour-overs
using the Clover machine (later purchased by Starbucks).
It was a tough sell for New Yorkers.



Cafe Grumpy in Chelsea was one of the main forces that broke Manhattan into the Third Wave.
Their shop model insisted: coffee shops aren’t for work, they are for community; Coffee isn’t for
fueling your work hustle, it’s for mindful appreciation.

Ultimately, Chelsea embraced the trend. In 2009, they expanded again, adding a roastery to the
back of the Greenpoint location. Now, with their beloved logo of the grumpy face, their well-paid
baristas and their continual community-building, they’ve become a coffee icon of New York. That
grumpy face logo has even been woven into  the silver screen, appearing in movies like Girls
(where Ray worked as a barista in the Greenpoint shop). They’ve now got ten locations serving
New York City.

Thanks for joining me on this tour!  Best, K. Keener, Your Coffee Geek-in-Chief

About Me:
K. A. Keener (Call me Kay)
I’m a coffee geek who used to roast coffee, but now
leads coffee tours of New York City. My dream is to get
into coffee heaven by teaching others how to
appreciate coffee and encouraging people to visit
neighborhood shops featuring small, local roasters. I
also have my New York City tour guide license; after
16 years of living here, I still adore NYC.
Consider visiting me at:
www.NYCUnderGrounds.com
IG: @nycundergrounds
FB:@nycundergrounds

Thanks to Blue Dot Sessions at Demalion for the track
Cooper Halls in the audio guide used via the Creative
Commons License.

http://www.nycundergrounds.com

